


Come gather 'round, people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown
And accept it that soon
You'll be drenched to the bone
If your time to you is worth savin'
And you better start swimmin'
Or you'll sink like a stone
For the times they are a-changin’

- Bob Dylan
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Michael Mueller, PGA

▪Career Consultant serving the Carolinas 
section

▪PGA Member for 17 years

▪Past member of the CPGA Board of Directors

▪Proud Dad

“He could make you see how the world could be, 
In spite of the way that it is.”

- Hermes - Hadestown









What is the traditional 
golf industry culture?

▪Long hours

▪Low pay

▪Work holidays

▪“Pay your dues”



Can we do the something different?

• Long hours Stable hours

• Low pay High wages

• Work holidays Time off

• “Pay your dues” Quick promotion



▪The “Gig”Economy

▪ “In other words, workers in 2020 now 
have options. My employer’s rules, 
policies, work schedule, and definition 
of success can now be replaced by my 
rules, policies, work schedule, and 
definition of success.” – Me ☺

▪ 84 Million people worldwide have 
decided to join the Gig Economy

▪ $1.4 Trillion in earnings in 2018

▪Definition of “Success”

▪ 2015 Global Aspiration Survey
▪ 10% of ALL employees consider 

“high performance” to be career 
success

▪ 45% consider “work/life 
balance” to be career success



How many managers 

expect high 

performance and use 

it as a primary 

evaluation tool but 

make work/life 

balance difficult?

How do we expect 

recruitment and 

retention to be 

sustainable when what 

we expect is out of 

alignment with what 

the talent pool desires?





▪Create Trust

▪Know your employees

▪Why are they working for 
you?

▪What is success to them?

▪What do they most want 
from you?

▪Create meaningful 
work for them



Are we safe 

here? 

Energy 

What’s our future 

with these 

people? 

Are there 

dangers lurking? 

Individualization 

Future Orientation







Advancement Affiliation
Balance 

(Work/life)
Challenge

Change / 
Variety

Creative 
Expression

Expertise Family Fast Paced
Financial 
Reward

Flexibility Help Others

Independence
Influence 

People
Knowledge / 

Research
Leadership Location

Personal 
Growth

Power Recognition Security
Status / 
Prestige

Teamwork



The Three Parts of a 
Great Job Posting

1. Build a sense of Mission

2. Explain the Challenges

3. Promise of Reward
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The Three Parts of a 
Great Job Posting

1. Build a sense of Mission

• Is the mission to make money, change lives, 
build community, or something else? 

• “Providing great service” isn’t a mission, it’s an 
expectation

2. Explain the Challenges

• What are the obstacles to achieving that 
mission, and how am I expected to help solve 
those problems as an employee?

3. Promise of Reward

• What is in it for me??? (It has to be important to 
me)





2016 Study of Meaningful 
Work

Published in MIT Sloan 
Management Review

• “Meaningfulness is more important to 
employees than any other aspect of work, 
including pay and rewards, opportunities 
for promotion, etc.”

• “Meaningful work can be highly 
motivational, leading to improved 
performance, commitment, and 
satisfaction”

• “Meaningfulness tended to be intensely 
personal and individual”



2016 Study of Meaningful 
Work

Published in MIT Sloan 
Management Review

• “Quality of leadership received virtually 
no mention when people described 
meaningful moments, but poor 
management was the top destroyer of 
meaningfulness”

• “The feeling of “Why am I bothering to do 
this?” strikes people the instant a 
meaningless moment arises, and 
strikes people hard”



2016 Study of Meaningful 
Work

Published in MIT Sloan 
Management Review

The “7 Deadly Sins of Meaninglessness”

• Disconnect people from their values

• Take your employees for granted

• Give people pointless work to do

• Treat people unfairly

• Override people’s better judgement

• Disconnect people from supportive 
relationships

• Put people at risk of harm



Begin designing positions, duties, and challenges that provide 

more meaningful work to employees.
Redesign Jobs

Develop a culture of continuous learning, incentives that 

motivate people to learn, and focus on helping individuals 

identify and develop new, needed skills.

Reskill Talent

Move beyond “managing” team members to “optimizing” and 

“leveraging” their passions and skills deliberately and 

intentionally.

Reengineer 

the Workforce

The shift from hierarchies to teams is well underway.  Prepare 

your organization for the evolution to adaptable ecosystems and 

teams.

Reconstruct 

Teams

Address the “human experience” at work – building on an 

understanding of worker aspirations to connect work back to the 

impact it has not only on the organization, but on the people and 

society as a whole.

Refresh the 

Human 

Experience



Michael Mueller, PGA

919.552.3781

mmueller@pgahq.com

michaelmuellerpga.com

▪ Blog

▪ Email newsletters

▪ LinkedIn

▪ Twitter

▪ Facebook

mailto:mmueller@pgahq.com



